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                Fist minute : 7 days under sail on the Great Masuria Lakes Reservoir
on board PRICE 199 euro 

( 20 available dates  2013 )

 

7 days under sail on the Great Masuria Lakes Reservoir on board of a safe,
modern and comfortable cabin yacht.

This cruise is organised specifically for adults

 

Most of the participants have never sailed in their entire lives, for most of them it’s their first time with sailboats.
Some of the participants are willing to learn sailing technique and take an active part in the life of the cruise,
others can just lie down, relax, and enjoy the view.

 

If you love new challenges, love to enjoy the natural environment and are willing to spend some quality time in
good company - we sincerely invite you to try our 7 day cruise - it does not matter if alone, in a group of friends, or
as a couple.

 

We provide you with a professional skipper, who will sail with you to the most interesting places in the Masuria
region and teach the basics of sailing, manouvering, maritime laws and the basics of navigation to anyone willing
to listen.

 

We will sail and live on very modern, comfortable and fast cabin yachts.

 

The route is designed to let you visit the most interesting ports, the best taverns and the most beautiful wild, hard
to reach places to moor the boat, where there will be campfires and we will sing sea shanties.

 

Price includes:
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accommodation on board of the yacht (7 days)
mooring fees
engine fuel ( 2 full gaz tang)
yacht sevicing
experienced skipper
sailing lessons
care of Polish Volunteer Maritime Service
great fun
English spoken skipper and international stuff

 

We guarantee you excellent company, great fun and unforgettable experiences

 

PRICE and TERMS 
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